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Career Services
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815-753-1641
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
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Huskies Get Hired!

We lead you to a Great Career!

With all of this...

Prepare... Transform...

Major to Career.
Match Your Major to a Career Field: majorweblinks.niu.edu.

Meet Employers.
Meet Employers at Internship Fairs and Job Fairs.
On-Campus Employer Interviewing.

Graduate and Professional School Planning.
We Prepare You for What Comes Next.

Resume Assistance.

Tools to Find Your Future.
"Huskies Get Hired!" Website Job Postings:
More than 5,500 Jobs and More than 1,800 Internships.

Networking.
We Guide You to Gather Contacts and Establish People Networks.
You Will Build Relationships for Your Future.
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Meet Employers!

Meet Employers at the Internship and Job Fair. On-campus Employer Interviewing.
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Facebook
Twitter
Career Services helps
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Tools to Find Your Future!

Online Jobs and Internships System.
More than 5,500 Jobs and 1,800 Internships.
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Prepare... Transform...

Career Counseling for Academic Planning and Career Interests
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Research Careers!
What Can I Do With My Major?
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Resume Assistance!

Fine-Tune Your Presentation.
Build Your Best Introduction.
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